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The Challenges
The use of radioisotopes and nuclear systems in space poses 
unique safety concerns for spacecraft designers, mission plan-
ners, operations personnel, and members of the public. These 
concerns generally come together for adjudication in govern-
ment-mandated safety evaluation and launch approval process-
es. The competing views can be highly contentious and widely 
publicized, sometimes with data that are mistaken or misleading. 
Achieving approval to launch these missions requires a mission 
design, assessment and approval process that is objective and 
transparent, with generous communication and engagement with 
all parties who might be affected by the mission. 

Scope of the Course
Space nuclear systems (SNS) have been launched into space for 
over 50 years. The SNS have evolved during this time in an effort 
to improve their safety and meet the needs of mission planners. 
The launch approval process has also evolved and with commer-
cial space on the horizon will need to continue to adapt. Ensuring 
the safety of persons while allowing society to benefit from techno-
logical advancements is a balancing act. The course is intended to 
provide the participant with an introduction to SNS and associated 
launch approval processes. The participant will gain an understand-
ing of the design of SNS, the approval process for launch of SNS, 
hazards associated with a failed launch of SNS, and contingency 
planning.

Target Audience
The course will be technical in nature, and is targeted toward Engi-
neers and Managers with responsibilities that may include the de-
sign of missions and hardware that would use SNS, nuclear safety 
personnel, as well as those with safety and processing responsibili-
ties involving launch of a SNS.

Prerequisites
There are no specific prerequisites for this course, although par-
ticipants should have a technical background. Some background in 
launch safety, probabilistic risk assessment, radiation safety, and/
or radioactive materials will help students get the most benefit from 
this course.

What You Will Learn
• History of SNS use
• Safety and security concerns unique to SNS missions
• Current design and options available to mission planners
• Hardware and mission characteristics that affect SNS mission risk
• Hazards associated with SNS following a launch accident
• Radiological risk assessment 
• Launch approval processes and risk communication
• Potential contingency operations

How You Will Learn It
Live streaming of: 
• Verbal instruction with use of Power Point presentations.
• Videos and Photographs
• Case studies of previous launch failures

Why You Need to Know it
• Increased awareness of the unique planning, design and analysis 

challenges for SNS missions
• Understand important characteristics of launch approval pro-

cesses for SNS missions
• Avoiding mistakes in the mission planning and approval process 

that can compromise schedules, budgets, and more importantly, 
public trust of the mission

• Improved risk communication for public risk acceptance.
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What You Will Take With You
• The course e-binder with the presentation and reference material
• A certificate of course completion

Course Duration & Schedule
The course is organized in 12 modules of 1 hr and ½ each 
in live streaming, scheduled 2 x week, during a period of six 
weeks starting Tuesday 19 January 2021 and ending Thursday 
25 February 2021.
12:00pm-01:30pm 
(Washington D.C. time)

Course Fee & Registration
The course fee are:
$1500 for non-IAASS member
$1400 for IAASS members
Special discounts apply for groups of 6 participants and more 
from the same organization
Registrations: http://iaass.space-safety.org/events/courses/

Instructors
Gregory D. Wyss, Ph.D., has over 30 years of experience in 
risk assessment and risk management for terrestrial and space 
nuclear systems. He participated in the risk assessment for 

the Cassini mission, and has been 
a member of the Power Systems 
Working Group for the U.S. Inter-
agency Nuclear Safety Review 
Panel (INSRP) for the Pluto New  
Horizons mission, leading that group 
for the Mars Science Laboratory 
(“Curiosity”) Mission. He is currently 
the Technical Lead for the INSRP 
Space Nuclear Systems Working 
Group for the Mars 2020 mission. He 
holds a Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering 
from the University of Illinois and is a 
Fellow of the IAASS.
 
Amber R. Chang-Armstrong, has over 15 years of experience 
in launch safety risk analysis, including evaluation of risks asso-
ciated with inert and explosive debris, 
toxic effluent dispersion, and distant 
focusing overpressure. She has pro-
vided day of launch support and con-
tingency planning for all types of U.S. 
launch vehicles including the Space 
Shuttle, Titan IV, Delta II, Ares I-X, Mi-
notaur, Delta IV, Atlas V, and Falcon. 
She is the chair of the Launch Abort 
Working Group for the INSRP for the 
Mars 2020 mission. She holds a B.S. 
in Aerospace Engineering and M.S. in 
Operations Research from the Florida 
Institute of Technology.
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